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HE HAS ACHIEVED
He has achieved success who has lived well, laughed often
and loved much; who has gained the respect of intelligent
men and the love of little childr,e n; who has filled his niche and
accomplished his task: who has left the world better than he
found it, whether by ·an improved poppy, a perfect poem or a
rescued soul: who has never lacked appreciation of the
earth's beauty or failed to expr,e ss it. Who has always looked for the best in others and given the best he had; whose
life was an inspiration; whose memory a benediction.
Mrs. A. J. Stanley

Our business is advertising and printing. Our purpose
is to build sales-messages in ink and paper, and word
and picture ... When you have something to sellan impression to create-let us do it for you . . .
that's our business. For twenty-one years creators
of advertising and printing that "Hits the Mark".
36 Richards Street
Telephone Wasatch 1636
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH

Alumni Council Meeting

Utah. gtatfl 52u.at:tflt:l!l
Published quarterly by the Utah State Agricultural
College Alumni Association. Entered a
econd cia
matte_r at the post . office in Logan Utah under the act
of March 3 1897.
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Committee were organized and plan for the comin g
years were outlin ed at the annual fall meeting of Lhe
Alu mni Counci l, held the morning of Homecomin g. October 22, in the Men's loun ge of the Commons bui ldin g.
Robert L. Judd, Sa lt Lake City, pre ident of the
Alumni A ociation , presided. Tho e de ignated to serve
on committees for the coming year are:
Organization, L. R. Humphery , chairman ; C. L. Pocock and Mr . Ethel B. Lund.
Library Endowment Fund, V. D . Gardner, chairman ·
Vere Martineau, Lloyd M. Theurer and Orvill e L. Lee.
Legi lative, D. A. Skeen, chairman ; other members
to be named at a later date.
Alumni Member hip, A a Bullen , chairman ; E1 win
Clement a nd the Alumni Chapter president committee
members.
Public Relations, Elmo R. Morgan, chairman ; Erw in
Clement and \'< . D. Porter.
Loan Fund, J . W. Kirkbride, chairma n ; M. C. Harris
an d J. Karl Woo d.
Ath letic, D. G. Hurren chairman; Delbert Young and
V re Martineau.
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Have You Sent in Your
Alumni Dues 7
Use thi b lank or write a letter addre ed
to the Executive Secretary, Alumni Association , Logan, Utah, enclosing your annua l due
or Life Membership remittan ce.
(

I enclose $1.00 for annual member-

hip .
(

II

I enclo e $25.00 for Life Member hip .
(May be paid in five yearly in tallment .)

arne.............................................. Class......... .

Better Clothes for All
Occasions

Street ·-····-········-·····-····--·-············· ······--·········--····
City........................................ State ................... .

Three

The Semi-Centennial Year in the life of our Alma
Mater has come and gone. It has been a wonderful year for all of us. The celebration of that very
noted event in the life of the College has added
security to the place our beloved institution has
achieved among the recognized colleges of the
land. It also brought to the Alumni a most excellent opportunity to
renew old friendships and has reawakened in hundreds the love they
have always had, but not fully appreciated, for their great benefactor.
As an Association we here express to President Petersen and those in
charge our sincere appreciation for the part given the Alumni in the
program.

~In the field of the Alumni much has been accomplished

in making effective our chapter organizations throughout Utah and
Idaho. The activities of the various chapters during the year have been
most commendable. It is through these chapter organizations that we
can bring concrete help and support to the College and accomplish
definite objectives.

~As we go to press our new Field House is taking

actual form after years of waiting.

Our congratulations to the

Ad mi nistration and the Athletic Departm ent.
~To all friends and Alumni of the College the

officers of the Association extend a most heartfel t Christmas Greeting and a New Year's wish
t hat to you all will come during 1939 Peace ,
Prosperity and Happiness.
-Robert L. Judd.
President U.S.A .C . A lumn i A ssociation

Dr. H. H. Storch, supervising chemist at the United
States Bureau of Mines, Pittsburg, Pa., and his assistant,
Dr. L. L. Hirst, '25, have been operating for one year
a plant built by them and their staff, for the changing
of soft coal into oil. This process is called hydrogenation of coal because the coal is combined with hydrogen
to transform it into oil.
This "biggest, richest gusher", is a 12,000,000,000
ton gusher in the Pittsburgh district alone, and a gusher
of untold size when all the soft coal deposits in the world
are considered.
This gusher does not spurt out of the ground in liquid
form. It comes out of the earth in gondola cars and
is transformed into oil by the magic of chemistry.
A great many people may think that the Bureau of
Mines is boondoggling the taxpayers' money in spending
hundreds of thousands of dollars making oil out of coal
when there is still plenty of oil gushing out of the ground.
Oil Reserves Limited
These people do not know that a confidential, unpublished survey made by the Government last year indicates that known oil reserves in the United States total
only 13,000,000,000 barrels. America is going to need
more than twice that much in the next twenty years.
New oil fields will be discovered, but few oil men
believe enough new oil will be found to meet the demand.
The Government estimates that between 1945 and 1950
new methods of producing oil will have to be started
to make up for the slackening flow of liquid <1il.
There are several such methods-squeezing oil out
of the shale lying underground in the oil fields, extracting coal from tar, and converting soft coal into oilall of which are under study and some of which Germany
is resorting to today to feed her oil-hungry war rna·
chinery.
Advantages and Drawbacks
Each method has its advantages and its drawbacks.
But this is certain: whatever method is adopted, the cost
of a gallon of gaso line at the corner pump is going to be
two or three times as much as it costs today, in Pittsburg.
It is called " 50-cent" gas because that is approximate·
ly what a gallon will cost unless remarkable methods are
developed for extracting oil from shale, soft coal, tar, or
so me other resource.
There are 16,000,000,000 tons of bituminous (soft)
coal in the Pittsburgh seam. This is the basis of Pitts·
burgh's wealth and importance. The Bureau of Mines
estimates that 12,000,000,000 tons of oil can be extracted
from the coal.
In the entire country to date only 33,000,000,000
barrels have been discovered in liquid form. There are
about 52 barrels to the ton. So the 12,000,000,000 tons
of oil that the Pittsburgh seam would produce if it were
tapped is many hundred times more oil than all that has
been found since Drake brought in the first American
gusher near Titusville.
Hydrogen is Added
Dr. Storch and Dr. Hirst, together with the staff, keep
a day-to-day watch on the experiment. They work in
three eight-hour shifts, for the plant operates continuously. It is the only one in the United States.

One hundred pounds
of soft coal are put in
daily, and 70 to 75
pounds of good light oil
are produced daily. How
this is accomplished is a
very technical rna tter ,
but the chief events in
the chain are these:
Equal portions of powdered coal and thick
syrupy coal oil, plus a
tiny amount of a chemical catalyst, are sucked
into a high pressure
pump which forces the
mixture into a converter.
Hydrogen is then p!Jmped into the converter.
The pressure in the converter is 3,000 pound
Dr. L. L. Hirst
per square inch, and the
temperature is 850 degrees Fahrenheit, or about nine
times as hot as the human body.
The three chief proucts of this action are water, a
"middle oil" and a " heavy oil". The "heavy oil" is
pumped back to the starting point where it is again combined with powdered coal for a new batch. During the
process the "middle oil" and the water are changed into
vapors and then are passed through a water-cooled condenser which changes the oil and water vapors into liquid
form. The excess hydrogen is then cleaned of impurities
and is recirculated into the condenser to act on another
batch.
The light oil that is the result of this process easily
can be changed into gasoline after the water has been
drawn off. For every 100 pounds of coal, about 60 pounds
of gaso 1ine can be obtained.
Fifty Cent Gasoline Predicted
The reason that oil companies have not started using
this or some other process is that no one today would
pay fifty cents a gallon for gasoline. But the Government
predicts, that day is not so far off as optimists believe.
When the time does come, hydrogenation of coal is bound
to be an important industry. First of all, there is enough
soft coal in the United States to last 4,000 years at the
present rate of consumption. Second, this soft coal belt
is al o the area in which the large part of oils and gasoline are sold.
The problem that is worrying Dr. Storch and his
assistant, Dr. Hirst, is how to reduce the high cost of
changing coal into gaso line. They are hard at work on
that now.
(Editor's Note-while attending Utah State, Dr. Lester L. Hirst, '25, was an outstanding student and graduated with a major in chemistry with honors. He received
his doctor's degree from the University of California in
1929. He has been connected with the United States Bureau of Mines in Pittsburgh since 1935. The above article
was obtained through the courtesy of Dr. Hirst's father,
Professor C. T. Hirst, and the Pittsburgh Post Gazette.)
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L eft to Right: eth Hansen, Dr. Fran k L . West, Edmund Crawford,
John Bankhead, Roy Egbert, Orval Adams and
Director William Peterson.

" Old time" lettermen who graduated from Utah State
before and in cluding 1905 were honored guests at a
breakfast Saturday morning, October 22, on Homecoming
day, in the Commons cafeteria. Sponsored by the Alumni
Association in an effort to bring back these early graduates and lettermen, the affair drew many leading figures
as well as outstanding athletes up to t he present.
Jack Croft, '21, Dean of Men and an athlete in the
early twenties for Aggie teams, acted as rna ter of ceremonies. He introduced eight "old time" athlete present:
Dr. Elmer G. Peterson now president of Utah State, who
was a third baseman on the College baseba ll team and
who also was a member of it fir t intercollegiate tenni
teams; Dr. Frank L. We t, pre ent commi sioner of education for the L. D. S. church, who played tennis with
Pre ident Peterson on the fir t double team at the College and al so ran low hurd le on the track team; Roy
Egbert, a member of the Co ll ege facu lty, who played
football as a " hero" in 1901, 1902, 1904, and 1905, and
was forced out of the game in 1903 with a broken neck ;
Orval Adam , Sa lt Lake City banker and president of
the American Banker ' association ; Seth Hansen, Logan
star; Edmund Crawford, Price, and one of the fir t great
ends for Utah State; John Bankhead, one-year footba ll
star and four-year ba eball player at the College; and
Wi ll iam Peter on, director of the Extension Service, formerly known as ' Sma hin g Pete" on the Coll ege football
team.
Special Guests
Special guests at the breakfast and the game were
Senator E lbert D. Thomas; Secretary of State E. E. Monson; Frederick P·. Champ, president of the College Board
of Trustees; Henry Aldou Dixon , president of Weber
Junior Co llege; Wa lter A. Kerr, chairman of the University of Utah Athletic council; J. W. Thornton, president of the Utah Education a sociation, and Robert L.
J udd, president of the Utah State Alumni association.
Foll owing the breakfast the annual Homecoming
parade was held downtown. Sigma u, National Social
Fraternity, won fir t place in the FJ;"aternity group, whi le
Kappa Delta, ational Sorority, and the Women's Ath-
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letic Association won firsts in their re pective so rority
and club groups.
T he program story as port rayed in the street preview
was a decided contrast to the actual contest, for every
float expressed Aggie optimism toward the results of the
traditional stadium "battle".
Friday evening 500 square feet of fireworks was
burned that spelled " Crush Utah", at the rally on East
Center street. Following the rally the annual Harvest
ba ll wa held in a downtown ballroom at which time
Twilla iel en, Hyrum was crowned queen of the ball ,
having won over five other entries for this honor.
12,000 See Exhibits
An estimated 12,000 alumni and friends of the Co llege viewed exhibits at the Ag-Home Ec show after they
were opened to the public Friday, October 21 : The exhibits were from various departments, particu larly in
agricu ltural and home economics field of the College.
Conte ts were also conducted for students in wool
judging, dairy products judging, wi ld life identification
for women, wild life identification for men, pie baking,
fruit identification, forestry products identification, cro p
identification, forestry product and a novelty conte t in
pie eating.

Homecomers Travel
John Spackman, '36, Layton Jay and Madison Thoma ,
both '38, traveled from San Pedro, California to Loga n
for the Homecoming celebration, October 22. The trio
arrived in Logan on Friday and returned Sunday to
California.
Jay and Thomas are on active duty training with
headquarter at Fort McArthur for one year, and packroan i working for the Standard Oil Company.

Ogden Chapter Float
One of the outstandin g floats in the Homecoming celebration parade was the Ogden Chapter Alumni float. The
float was prepared by a committee of five under the direction of Weldon Burnham, '34. Weldon was assisted by
Dee F. Wang gaard, '36; 1 at Taagart, '33; Leah Farr,
'34; and Athlene F. Budge.

Ogden Chapter Float

Captain
With the close of the
football season on November 19, when Utah
State lost 14 to 0, to a
strong Idaho University eleven, came a call
for basketball aspirants to report to Coach
E. L. Romney at the
Smart gymnasium.
Led by Captain Ray
Lindquist, a towering
group of 25 enthusiastic basketball hopefuls
greeted Coach Romney
at the initial workout.
At graduation time
last spring, Coach
Romney lost Berkeley
Parkinson, All-Conference forward; Captain
Elmo Garlf, center;
Grant "Buck" Andreas on, forward; Arden
Peter on, reserve guard,
and Lorin Anderson,
re erve center. To offse t these losses the
Aggie coach has Captain Lindquist, guard;
Leonard James, forward; Calvin Agricola,
RAY iJIIPqtJIST-Glii1RD '
guard; Dutch Jacobsen, guard; Sterling
Cook, guard and John
Broberg, forward from last year's squad, hack in suits.
From the freshmen ranks come Bruce Lake, a candidate for a guard post from Ogden; Howard Stone of
Malad. Idaho, a tall boy who is bidding for the center
post; Bill Evans, Au tin Hughes and Roland Reading,
from the 1937 Davi high school championship squad,
the first two are guards and Reading a forward; Duane
Hill am, a guard from Granite high; Ed Izatt, Logan, forward and one time holder of the region one scoring
record; Monte Baily, forward from ephi high; Harold
Simpson, guard, and Lee Cardon, forward , Logan high ;
Kay Taft, a promising guard from B.A.C., Cedar City;
Charles Clark, guard ; Max Wilkins, guard; Floyd and
Clyde Morris, center and forward respectively and Delbert Bingham, forward. The last five named were members of the Weber Junior College championship team
of last year.
The new Big Seven Conference was opened last year
giving local fans a chance to see each team in the circuit
play, which added a great deal of color to the schedule.
Several pre-season games have been scheduled for the
Aggies and on December 31, they meet University of
evada, at Reno. On January 3 the Aggies meet University of California Bears at Berkeley. During the trip
the hoopsters will witness the East-West game New Year's
Day in San Francisco.

The Aggies schedule for this season follows:
Jan. 7-Brigham Young U. at Provo.
Jan. 20--Colorado University at Boulder.
Jan. 21-Colorado Aggies at Ft. Collins
Jan . 23-Colorado Aggies at Logan.
Jan. 28 or 30-University of Utah at Logan.
Feb. 3-Colorado University at Logan.
Feb. 11-University of Utah at Salt Lake City
Feb. 17-Wyoming University at Logan.
Feb. 18-Denver University at Logan.
Feb. 24-Denver University at Denver.
Feb. 25-Wyoming University at Laramie.
Mar. 4-Brigham Young U. at Logan.

"A" Men Elect
At the annual meeting of the " A" Men's Club held
October 22, the morning of Homecoming, the following
officers were elected: Virgil Norton, '26, Salt Lake City,
Fire Insurance Agent for Utah and Idaho, president;
Lyle Tripp, '36, Tremonton, Coach at the Bear River
High school, vice-president; Glen Worthington, '29, Head
of the Intramural Department at the Logan High school,
secretary. ·
The following were elected to the hoard of directors,
to serve for one year : Conley Watts, '35, Basketball
Coach at the South Cache High school; Durrell Hendricks, '25, Farming at Lewiston, Utah; Bob Bunker, '37,
Football Coach, South Cache High School; Dan Gillespie,
'31, Football Coach at the Tooele High school; Joe Lacey,
'38, Assistant Coach Logan High school; Floyd Rasmus·
sen, '36, Basketball Coach at Box Elder High school.
These new officers take over the duties of the "A"
Men's Association after January 1, 1939.

Ground Broken for Field House
November 30 was a historical day at Utah State,
as hundreds of state, county, city, and College officials,
as well as students and townspeople, witnessed the ground
breaking ceremonies for the field house. Governor Henry
H. Blood, who was clad in the same blue-striped coveralls with cap to match and the long, brown gloves that
the late Governor George H . Dern wore when ground
was broken for the Aggie stadium in 1926, tripped the
latch string which officially broke the ground where the
new building will stand.
Frederick P. Champ, president of the College board
of trustees, presided at the ceremonies. He said in his
brief remarks that the structure would he dedicated not
only to the students of the institution, hut to the public
at large. He introduced the first speaker, E. L. Romney,
whom he characterized as a "great coach".
Coach Romney told pertinent facts about the field
house. He said it could have a seating capacity of 6,500
at basketball games and that it will have a one-eighth
mile cinder track. Coach Romney praised the people who
have worked untiringly to make the field house possible
and said the building will stand as a monument to the
(Continued on page 16)
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(Editor's Note- The
following article was
delivered by President
Elmer G. Peterson at
the Alumni Convention
held in Salt Lake City
during September.)

I desire to express
my appreciation of
the opportunity we
have had of joining
the alumni organization representatives
of theWestern States
in the di cu sions of
thi week. The e discussions will be particu larly helpful to
those of us from the
" newer" states where
the traditional relation hip of alumni
to Alma Mater is
not as yet so well
President Elmer G. Peterson
established . I apprehend, however, that
you will find here in the comparatively new West, a very
potent and very admirable spirit on the part of alumni
with regard to the institutions which have given them so
much. We have felt this at Utah State and increasingly
it is becoming a power in our Institution.
In considerable degree my discussion this evening
will be an enumeration of services which our own alumni
are presently making with some suggestions regarding
means of even more fully integrating the graduates with
the In titution. In making comments about more complete integration, I am fully aware that colleges themselves have the major responsibility. I am not one of
those who belabors and criticizes the alumni becau e of
indifference, smolderina dissatisfaction, or, possibly even
more serious, direct alumni attack upon the administration . The colleges them elves are largely responsible for
their alumni. When member of the alumni group are
discontented, cynical about loyalty to Alma Mater, or
simply glumly indifferent, then certainly the college
hasn't done its job. Alumni loyalty i n't created and
often is not greatly stimulated by impassioned harrangues
of alumni secretaries or college presidents. That loyalty
is pretty definitely and finally established long before
commencement day if it is to be there at all.

Needs Discussed
The need for alumni aid, cooperation and yescriticism- is not confined by any means to the Land·
Grant College. Indeed all institutions need very much
the same kind of help. Consequently though my remarks
are the result of our own experience at the Utah State
Agricultural College I believe they apply with almost
equal force to any in titution of collegiate grade.
Let me discuss brieAy a few of the needs we have
of our alumni. We need their criticism, their advice and
on occasion, as it appears to be deserved, their commendation. In other words our graduates should not
he drawn so completely away that they lose touch; I
value no letters more highly than those which come from
former graduates. The chief difficulty is that not enough
of them come in. Many have suggestions, others are
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openly critical and not a few warm our hearts with some
note of praise.
aturally one cannot be in complete
agreement with all of them. Indeed, definite disagreement might easily and does occasionally occur. And here
the Alumni member must remember that it is his unquestioned right, indeed duty, to suggest, but he must
know that four years, more or less, of attendance hasn't
aturally very few
given him direction of the college.
have this distorted view. It can he said however, for our
own institution, that suggestions from alumni have been
uncommonly fruitful.

Interested in Good Students
All colleges and universities are interested in work·
ing with good students and we have the same ambition.
Jo one can do more to encourage the attendance of these
superior students than the alumni. We welcome, we encourage their help. It may be a major weakness in Amer·
ican higher education that colleges achieve their greatest success with the best human material that comes to
them. Of course all other social institutions have a similar record. We want our graduates to he successful, and,
when they are we can't avoid being rather boastful, even
though the young man or woman was of such calibre
when he or she entered college that any other result
would be an indication of rather gross inefficiency. Certainly we expect our alumni whenever possible to send
us good scholars, potential managers and writers, talented singers and actors, able speakers. We think we can
give them the finishing which they need. We have been
known to feel deep gratitude to an alumnus who would
send us a 200 pound halfback with speed and funda·
mental training in the game, or a high scoring forward
or champion track man.
But seriously on this point I am convinced that alumni
have in some instances become too concerned about successful athletic teams. Alumni are not wholly to blame,
by any means, nor even in large part. Just now we are
passing through a phase of over-emphasis which will
soon be abandoned I hope. Alumni members are like
all the rest of us, they take the defeat of any group to
which they belong, as a personal humiliation though they
are not personally engaged in the contest. I am confi·
dent the organized group of alumni executive secretaries
and their organizations can do much in curbing this 1some·
what abnormal situation, this somewhat ravenous appe·
tite for victory. I would not advocate the elimination of
competitive athletics by any means, rather inter-school
and intra-school competition should be greatly increased
but the idea should be at least mitigated among the
alumni and the general public that a college as some
has said, is a stadium with some relatively unimportant
appendages.
I would like to say just a word about the hope we all
are entitled to that our alumni will be much more than
merely " respectable" members of society. We tend, I
believe, rather much to be stereotyped. Let us not forget
that progress usually comes from "disputed sources".
We live in a dynamic not a static world. Without making
fanatics of our graduates, I hope they will be up to a
certain good point, insurgent forces in a world desparately needing new forms and new modes, a world dying
from the internal rot which characterizes so much of the
nationalism and the economic life of our times and a
world deserving severe condemnation because of wide-

spread and atrocious social usage. I believe in the old
virtues and believe that one of the greater needs of our
time is to get back to the spiritual and moral foundations upon which the greatness of our race has been
reared, but I believe it is a duty today to hate with all
the power we have the injustice, and every other form
of evil, so rampant in society today.

Freedom of Education
Alumni members can and should defend the freedom
of education. This heritage of freedom in education is
among the most precious which has been given to us.
There are occasional signs still far from widespread that
this sacred ideal is threatened and that the colleges and
universities are presumed to be instruments of propaganda rather than scholarship. Every college graduate
should be imbued with the conviction that colleges are
the centers of that most glorious adventure of all, the
search for truth. The alumni secretary has a responsibility because inevitably alumni members reflect on this
point the attitude of their social and economic groups.
Education must be kept free from the Goebbels, and the
miniature Mussolinis and Stalins who are always found
in a country as large and diverse as our own.

Alumni Have a Duty
The Land-Grant college, drawing the major portion
of its revenue from the state and federal government,
is not dependent on its alumni in any consi~erable degre~
for direct financial support. Nevertheless, the alumni
have a duty here and one they have never shirked in our
own case. Higher education in America has justified its
comparatively modest cost, just as the more costly education on the elementary and secondary levels has done.
The alumni who have received this great gift from society
must use every legitimate means to assure their own
children and other children similar opportunities. Frankly I can conceive of no greater danger for America than
a serious curtailment of educational funds.
In this connection I am sure every American is entitled to a thrill of pleasure as he visits such an institution as the University of California, a product of the
democratic process. It is not astonishing that great Harvard is great, that is generally to be expected but none
the less a source of pride to all America; but for a people
out of their taxes to produce such excellence as one sees
at Berkeley, an excellence comparable to that of Harvard
itself, is something to stop and think about. Too often
democracy glorifies the mediocre and the low as our
political history so painfully records but here the people
of California have shown that under adequate leadership
the people's will can be used to accomplish what once
only kings or economic overlords we thought could do.
And the University of California of course is only one
of several such glorious instances in America. In many
other places in degree the same monuments have arisen
to the potential greatness which is in a free and enlightened people.
To achieve such results as these we must see that
the people's desire for excellence finds expression. The
corporate attitude which sometimes expresses itself
through so-called Tax Payers' Association would, if not
controlled, delimit the people's wish to build up adequate social and educational institutions. This is par·
ticularly true where absentee ownership so powerfully
expresses itself as in many of the less developed states
of the West. The Alumni can do much to prevent this
desire of large property owners to unduly influence the
public will.

Finally Land-Grant college alumni should be steeped
in the tradition of the College and in their lives they
should demonstrate a loyalty to its ideals. Fundamentally the Land-Grant college is an expression of faith
in the common man. There is also a conception of his
dignity and importance as well as of the so-called common mundane tasks of life. Other institutions have their
traditions, their loyalties and as they expect their alumni to revere them so we confidently anticipate that our
own alumni will re~ain true to this great ideal. Here
again, we have failed dismally if our alumni become
master farmers, great engineers, able teachers, superior
technicians, and lose or fail to get this spiritual spark
which is the essence of true democracy.

The Alumnus and His College
"When President Hopkins told the American Alumni
Council that the Alumni body of a College is the College, he put into words an idea that has been lying unexpressed in the minds of nearly all Dartmouth men. It
is rather a magnificent thought to one, who is a member
·of a College community, to feel that the College at hand
is but the symbol of the interest and concern of thousands of Alumni scattered over the earth. It thrills one
to think that a piece . of news bringing information of
new achievements, progress, or deed well done, will
quicken the hearts of all the graduates, and it makes
one realize, as well, the pain and chagrin that comes
to these same hearts when the news of something unfavorable is reported. The success or non-success of athletic teams brings only ripples of pleasure and disappointment; serious letters begin to pour in to College
officials only when Alumni believe that changes in policy
or administration are concerned. While the College is
the Alma Mater to its undergraduates, it stands perhaps
in the position of a favorite child to the Alumni. Each
Alumnus, who concerns himself with an expression of
opinion, regards the College as a thing distinctly his
own. The sum total of this individual feeling of ownership marks the College a symbol upon which is focused
the attention and regard of all the Alumni.
"And in saying that the College is the Alumni, one
quickly disposes of a number of trite phrases such as 'if
it wasn't for the Alumni we could do this or that', or,
'the Alumni are a great nuisance', or, 'the alumni care
only for football tickets'. One need only edit an Alumni
publication and read the letters which come to the office;
letters which do not find their way into the 'letter column'
because of requests on the part of the writers. These
letters for the most part show the greatest concern in
the really vital things of College-curriculum, the health
of the students, and the maintenance of worthy traditions.
The tone of all letters is the tone of an anxious father
solicitous for the welfare of a child."-Dartmouth Alumni Magazine.

Salt Lake City Chapter
Anyone who has ever attended a Salt Lake City
Alumni party will be glad to hear that on December 17,
a big Xmas party has been planned at the Memorial
House at the entrance of City Creek canyon. Everyone
who ever attended Utah State is invited to attend this
gathering of Aggies.
During intermission refreshments will be served and
special numbers given by students now attending the
College.
This Xmas party is being planned by Edna Smith
Wright, '32, chairman; Ted Bagley, '33 and Ted Karren,
'37, committee members.
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O"n the f!ampa~
Traditional Publications
Two of Utah tate's
o lde t and mo t ym·
bolic traditions, Student Life and Buzzer
· are til l recording
campus event , bind·
in g and bringing Utah
tate tudent to·
gether.
Student Life got it
tart a s a lit erary
magazine published
monthly in 1902.
}arne T. Jardine '05,
n01 as ociated with
the Experiment Sta·
tion Department of
Agriculture, Wa bing·
ton, D. C., was its fir t
ed itor and held that
po ition for t wo
year . He had as a ·
sociate editor, President Elmer G. Peter·
son, '04. In 1909 it
took the new paper
Allan Thomas
form and was publi hed week ly, with
P. V. Cardon, '09, as editor. Mr. Cardon is now associated with the Bureau of Plant lndu try as head of the
Divi ion of Forage Crop and Di eases,~ ashington, D. .
In 1909 the first is ue of Buzzer, a ' work-a-day"
record of College activities, was first published. 0. G.
Lloyd, '10 now a professor at Purdue University, West
Lafayette, Indiana, was the first editor. Today the Buzzer
is not only a record of yearly activitie , but is a beautiful
book fil led with etching and halftone of
campu building and
tah tate growth.
Editor s for the
1938-39 chool year
of the publication
are: Allan Thomas,
39 Tooele, Utah.
tudent Life and
Clair elson, '39, Logan, Buzzer. These two
eniors are majoring
in the School of Commerce, are presidents
of their fraternities,
Pi Kappa Alpha and
Sigma Chi, respectively, but till find time
to direct the e two
Utah State tradition .
Allan plans to follow
journalism as hi
life's work and Clair
will go East to study
law following commencement in June.
Clair Nelson

Crop Judging Team Wins
The crop judging team repre enting Utah State at
the intercollegiate crop judging contest of the Pacific
International exposition at Portland, Oregon, won first
place and the Sperry cup for wheat grading early in
October.
The team won third place in all classes and Vern
Hugie, Logan, was second high in all contests.
Member on the team with Hugie were Seth Rerlforrl,
Logan, and Louis Jensen of Montpelier Idaho. Dr. R. J.
Evan was team coach and accompanied the team to
Portland.

Phrateres Install Chapter
Mu chapter of Phrateres, ational Women' friend hip
society, wa installed on the campus, Friday, ov. 18.
Dean Laughlin of Univer ity of California at Los
Angele , founder of the ociety, Mis Anne Stonebracker,
assistant dean of women and adviser of Phrateres at
U.S .L.A., and Margaret Dumont, president of the Alpha
chapter at the Los Angele choo l, as i ted in the installation of the local chapter.
Miss Shirley Jones of Cedar City was elected chapter
president. All women students are eligible for member·
hip in the ociety, the motto of which i "Famous for
Friendliness".
Mu chapter i composed of three clivi ions which will
act independently. Miss Jones is pre ident of the central
organization with Miss Genevive IaJder of Layton as vice
president and Mi s Phoebe Linford of Logan as secretary.
Pre ident of the three divisions are Miss Jennie Broad·
bent of Heber City, Mi s Ruth Mae Anderson of Logan,
and Mi Edith Doutre of Logan.

Research Manual
A Manual for Re earch Writing, prepared by Pro·
fessor King Hendricks and Professor W. D. Porter of the
English department; Dr. L. A. Stoddart of the school of
forestry and Libra rian L. H . Kirkpatrick, was recently
made available to student and faculty members in research work.
This "Utah State Manual for Research Writing", was
written " to prepare a manual which would serve as a
standard, acceptable to all departments. "
In the authors' preface to the 142 page, cloth-bound
manual it is described a designed "to be used for quick
reference in problems connected with the finding of re·
search material; the mechanical construction of reports,
bulletin , and thesi ; and the preparation of the final
printed form."

Aggie Rifle Team
The R.O.T.C. rifle team at Utah State ha challenged
all infantry school riAe teams at Colleges and Univers·
ities in the United State and University of Porto Rico
and the University of Hawaii for rifle matches.
Matches will run through January, February and
until March 4, when the team will enter the Hear t Trophy
matches. The team is under the supervision of Captain
G. C. Bunting of the College military staff.

A/om/nation~
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Vote for Five
Enclosed with this issue of the Utah State
AIumni Quarterly is your official ballot bear·
ing the names of fifteen graduates for positions on the Alumni Council of the Utah State
Agricultural College Alumni Association as
elected and authorized by the nominating
committee of the Association at the time of
the annual fall Council meeting, October 22.
You may vote for any five in the group.
It is urged that you mark and mail your ballots today. Your cooperation in this matter
will be greatly appreciated. The deadline for
voting is April 1, 1939.
Following are short sketches about each of the nommees:

CHARLES M. GRIFFITH, '29
Assistant Chief Auditor in the auditing department
of the Utah State Tax Commission. Majored in school
of Commerce. Junior Class President. Member of student body executive council. Cadet major R.O.T.C. Member of Sigma Chi, ational Social Fraternity. Alpha
Kappa Psi, National Business Fraternity. Scabbard and
Blade, National Military Fraternity. Alpha Sigma Nu,
hoHerary Senior Society, and Phi Kappa Phi, National
Scholastic Society. Present address, 574 Second Avenue,
Salt Lake City, Utah.
WILFORD B. PRICE, '32
Superintendent of schools in Paris, Idaho. Received
Masters degree from Utah State. Member of Phi Kappa
Phi, ational Scholastic Fraternity. Attended Utah State,
University of Oregon, and the University of California
since graduation. Present address, Paris, Idaho.
C. ORVAL STOTI, '16
Field Representative with the General Church Welfare
Committee and Executive Secretary of the Agricultural
Advisory Committee of the Church in the L. D. S. Church
Welfare Program. Majored in the School of Agriculture.
Active in Track, Baseball, President of the Glee Club in
1916, member of the " Ag" club. Received Masters Deo-ree from University of California in 1933. In 1934 accepted the position as State Director of the Rural Rehabilitation program with the Emergency Relief Administration, which agency is now known as the Farm Security
Administration. Present home address, 997 Military
Drive, Salt Lake City.
JUNE WHITE, '32
Teacher of Health and Physical Education, Mound
Fort Junior High, Ogden, Utah. Vice-president of Ogden
Alumni chapter. Majored in Health and Physical Education. Active in Women's Athletic Association, Buzzer
a nd Student Life staffs. Theta Alpha P~i , National Dra·
matics society. Phi Delta Pi, National Women's Athletic
Society. Chi Omega, National Social Fraternity. Present
home address, 724 · 23rd Street, Ogden, Utah.
LLOYD R. HUNSAKER, '35
County Extension Agent for Piute County. Majored
in Agriculture. Active in Ag and Dairy Clubs. Alpha
Delta Epsilon, Local Social Fraternity, and Delta Phi,
National Missionary Fraternity. Taught one year at
Beaver High School as Vocational Agricultural teacher.
Present address, Junction, Utah.

1/!u.mnl t!ou.nci!
KATHLEEN BAGLEY NELSEN, 16
Housewife. Majored in Home Economics. Active in
Quill Club, Vice-president of student body in 1915-16.
Student Life and Buzzer. Member of Sorosis, Local Social Sorority. 1915 Widtsoe Scholarship A. Present address, R. F. D. No. 3, Murray, Utah.
I

REUBEN D. LAW, '28
Associate Professor and Head of Department of Elementary Education at the Brigham Young University.
Majored in School of Education. Active in Dramatics,
Public Speaking and member of Phi Kappa Phi, National
Scholastic Fraternity. Received Master of Science Degree
in Education at Utah State in 1933 and has attended
Southern California since graduation . 1929-35, served
as superintendent of schools in the Rich County School
district. Present address, Provo, Utah.
INEZ POWELL BELNAP, '07
Housewife. Active in class affairs, being president of
the Junior and Senior classes. Member of Sorosis, Local
Social Sorority. Student Life staff, and president of the
Women's League. Present Address, 430 G Street, Salt
Lake City, Utah.
LYDIA HOLMGREN TANNER, '03
Teacher of Home Economics, Weber Junior College,
Ogden. Majored in Home Economics. Taught school at
L. D. S. University, Box Elder, and Weber. Active in
Sorosis Sorority, Local Sorority. Present address, 651
28th Street, Ogden, Utah.
JOHN L. COBURN, '05
President and manager of the Logan Home Builder's
Society. Majored in Commerce. Served as one of the
early secretaries of the Alumni Association. Present home
address, Logan, Utah.
BYRON ALDER, 12
Head of the Poultry department at the College. President of the Junior class, President of the Ag Club. Was
acting Dean of the School of Agriculture for two years.
Present address, Logan, Utah.
HENRY T. PLANT, II
Owner of Plant Auto Company, Richmond, Utah.
Majored in accounting and business administration,
School of Commerce. Active in athletics, participating
four years on the track team. Member of Phi Kappa Iota,
Local Social Fraternity. Head of Commercial depart·
ment, North Cache High School six years, Present home
address, Richmond, Utah.
ANGUS M. MAUGHAN, '21
Principal of the Richfield High School. Senior class
president, member of the student body executive council.
Active in recreational and educational activities in the
State. Former superintendent of Oneida County, Idaho,
schools. Present home address, Richfield, Utah.
DR. MURLAND F. RIGBY, '29
Practicing Medicine and Surgery in Rexburg, Idaho.
Active in student activities. Since graduation attended the
University of Utah, Louisiana State University Medical
Center. Present home address, Rexburg, Idaho.
SETH L. BLOOD, '28
Farming in Davis County. Majored in accounting,
School of Commerce. Active in student body affairs.
Present home address, Kaysville, Utah.
I

I
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Francis R. Wilcox, '25, vicepresident of the Federal Surplus
Commodities Corporation and director of the Marketing and Marketing Agreements Divi ion of. t~e
Agricultural Adju tment Admmistration, was guest speaker in the
National Radio Forum, Washington, D. C., October 9, 1938.
Mr. Wilcox spoke on "Meeting
Relief Needs with Farm Surpluses."
Mr. Wilcox is a native of Utah;
he joined the Government in 1935,
when he became associate director
of the Marketing and Marketing
Agreements Division of the A.A.A.
On leave of absence from the University of California, he held the position a year and
then returned to the University as a marketing specialist.
Secretary of Agriculture Wallace recalled him on
January 15, 1937, and made him head of the marketing
division. Later the same month he was elected vice-president of the Federal Surplus Commodities Corporation.
When he graduated from Utah State in 1925, he went
to the California school to engage in co-operative farm
and marketing activities.
The National Radio Forum is a weekly radio feature
arranged by The Star newspaper and broadcast over
a Nation-wide network of the National Broadcasting company.
Ralph De Moisey, '38, Editor of the 1938 Buzzer, recently accepted a position with the Paragon Printing
company of Salt Lake City.
Mrs. Evelyn R. McCoy, ' 13, was honored October 26
in Salt Lake City, at the Wasatch scohol, by teachers,
parents, and friends, a.t a reception upon her retirement
after 42 years of educational service in the Salt Lake
City school district.
Mrs. McCoy for the last 12 years of her career was
principal of the Wasatch school. Twelve past presidents
of the school Parent-Teacher association, who have
worked with Mrs. McCoy in the interests of the schoo l
since 1925, stood with her in a reception line.
Mrs. McCoy, a native of Salt Lake City, graduated
from Utah State in 1913, and did postgraduate work at
Columbia University, New York, as well as at the University of Utah.
She began her teaching career in the old Twenty-third
L. D. S. ward school and progressed from there to the
Fourth Ward, Sumner, Oquirrh, Twelfth, Onequa, Lincoln, Douglas, Hawthorne, and Wasatch.
For your remarkable record and achievement in the
field of education, may the Alumni Association officers
take this opportunity to congratulate you, Mrs. McCoy,
and wish you continued success and happiness.
Eugene A. Hart, '37, instructor of vocational agriculture at the Nara Visa high school, New Mexico, was
chosen official adviser to accompany the New Mexico
delegates and Rock Island Railroad prize winners to the
National convention of Future Farmers of America, to
be held in Kansas City, October 16-22.
While at Utah State, Eugene was an outstanding distance runner and captain of the 1937 track team.
Twelve

Elwyn Peterson, '37, will teach
music lessons in Preston, Idaho,
during the winter months, concentrating on banjo, guitar, and mandolin. While at Utah State Elwyn
majored in music.

,

Charles W. Rees, '13, was recently promoted from Associate
Zoologist to Zoologist in charge of
the project investigations of Protozoan Parasites of Domestic Animal . Zoological Division Bureau
of Animal Industry U. S. Dept.
of Agricul ture, Beltsville, Maryland.
AI Swinyard, '37, has been given
one of the twelve research scho la ships in the Harvard University Business school. This is
Al's second year at Harvard where he is doing graduate
work.
Erwin Clement
Alumni Association
Logan, Utah

• • • •

Dear Sir:
Enclosed please find $1.00 for dues and the Alumni
Quarterly, appreciate getting it.
Sincerely yours,
OLE HERVILLA, '34
Fort Bragg, Calif.

* *

*

*

Alumni Office
Logan, Utah
Dear Sir:
Enclosed is one dollar for my dues in the Alumni
Association. I shall look forward to receiving this year's
copies of the Alumni Quarterly.
Yours truly,
SUSIE NILES, '31
750 Ninth East
Salt Lake City, Utah

*

*

* *

Mr. Erwin Clement
Executive Secretary, U.S.A .C.
Alumni Association
Logan, Utah
Dear Mr. Clement:
Attached please find a check for $1.50 to be applied
on Alumni dues, and History of the College. In case the
History of the College is not available apply all of the
money to the dues.
I regret, at this time, that I must resign as secretary
of the Uintah Basin Chapter of the Utah State Agricultural College Alumni Association. I have been transferred
to Provo, where I am doing the same line of work with
the Farm Security Administration.
My new address will be: 128 South 1st East, Provo,
Utah.
Very truly yours,
D. IVO EAMES, '29

Wlutt tluz .f/lu.mni .f/'lfl
Mr. Erwin Clement
Logan, Utah
Alumni Office
Dear Mr. Clement:
I have just received the new issue of the Alumni
Quarterly and wish to thank you for it. Probably you
in school don't realize what these issues mean to us who
are out and away from the good old school. Keep up the
good work and good luck to you.
Way back in about 1930, a big issue of the Quarterly
was gotten out in which was a directory of the students
by years from the beginning up to that year. That issue
had a lot of good information in it and was a means of
locating some of our friends who had scattered to the
four corners. By now this information is somewhat out
of date and I was wondering if the Association was con·
sidering the possibility of bringing it up to date again.
It would be a fine thing if you could.
If necessary no doubt the Alumni members would
be willing to stand an assessment to carry out the work.
Enclosed is my check for this year's dues.
With best wishes, I am,
Very truly yours,
R. J. SILVERS, '21
130 North K Street
Tulare, California

*

* *

*
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Alumni Association
Logan, Utah
Dear Mr. Clement:
Just a line to give my address to the Alumni Association. I am going to school here at Cornell University
on a research assistantship.
I am very much pleased with the school here and the
town of Ithica. Thanks for the fall Quarterly, I enjoyed
it very much.
KATHERINE JOHNSON, '38
Van Rennseller Hall
Cornell University
Ithaca, New York

Alumni Association
Logan, Utah
Gentlemen:
Please change my address as follows: National Agricultural Research Center, Animal Nutrition Division,
Beltsville, Maryland.
Sincerely yours,
LOUIS L. MADSEN, '30

J. W. Thornton, '17, principal of the Farrar Junior
High school at Provo, was elected president of the Utah
Education Association at the October convention held in
Salt Lake City.
Mr. Thornton is very well qualified for .the position
of President of Utah Educators. He has done graduate
work at Utah State, University of Utah and Northwestern
University.
Mr. Thornton has served the L. D. S. church in the
Swiss and German mission, traveled extensively and held
many prominent club and state positions.
F. Joseph Law, '26, head of the Social Science Department of Box Elder High school, was elected to the
Board of Trustees of the U. E. A., the same time Mr.
Thornton was elected.
Mr. Law is Mayor of ·Brigham City, third vice-president of the State Municipal League, member of the Lions
Club and Chamber of Commerce in Brigham City.
Gordon R. Egbert, '37, Logan, has been assigned
active duty with the aviation corps of the United States
Navy, and left for Seattle, Washington, November 15,
where he is assigned to squadrons attached to the U.S.S.
Teal.
Gordon has been training for the past year at the
Navy air school at Pensacola, Florida. He has three more
years as a student of the aviation service, then he will
be commissioned to the Navy air reserve corps.
Owen Westenskow, '31, Delta, Utah, Vocational Agricultural instructor, Delta High School.
Cleo McCracken, '37, Bountiful, Utah, teacher, South
Davis Junior High school.
Louis A. Roberts, '37, Vernal, Utah, coach at the
Alterra High school.

Alumni Chapter Officers
Uintah Basin: Grant Calder, '35, Vernal, president;
Walter Atwood, '24, Roosevelt, vice-president.
Utah County: A. P. Warnick, '14, Pleasant Grove,
president; Ned McBeth, '31, Payson, vice-president.
Salt Lake City: Rulon Walker, '31, president; Orpha
Sweeten Boyden, '29, vice president; Adrian Wright, '32,
secretary-treasurer.
Ogden: Louis H. Griffin, '25, president; June White,
'32, vice-president; C. Loyd Cowley, '28, secretary, and
Ross Tyson, '34, treasurer.
Brigham City: Mont Harmon, '35, president; Frank
Stevens, '37, vice-president.
Bear River: Hugh C. Davis, '29, Garland, president;
Douglas Cannon, '22, Tremonton, secretary.
Rexburg, Idaho: Dr. Murland F. Rigby, '29, Rexburg,
president; Viola Hammond, '37, Sugar City, secretary.

Phyllis Richards, '36, Afton, Wyoming. Home Dem·
onstration Agent.

Owen F. Stevens, '36, 310 East 6th South, Salt Lake
City. Dairyman.

Golden H. Bingham, '29, Bozeman, Montana. Extension Irrigation Specialist.
Raeldon K. Goates, '38, 1976 Onyx Street, Eugene,
Oregon. Graduate student and Golf instructor at University of Oregon.
Boyd A. Ivory, '38, 94 Suydam Street, New Bruns·
wick, New Jersey. Graduate student Rutgers College.
Marie E. Singleton, '32, Elmerton Apts. No. 6, Bingham Canyon, Utah. Marie is teaching school in Bingham
this year.
Fay Thornock, '34, Magna, Utah. Box 203. Teaching
school.
Arola Bott, '37, is Dietician at the Mt. Liani Hospital,
New York City.
Thirteen
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By Almeda Perry Brown, '0 I
" We may live without poetry, music and art;
We may live without conscience, and live without heart ;
We may live without friends; We may live without books;
But civilized man cannot live without cooks."
-

OWE

MEREDITH .

However, unl e s
the cook has back
of her art some scientific information
concerning his nutritional needs, " civilized man' " life
may be undul y cut
off or at least made
miserabl e by one or
more of the nutritional disease that
come with poorly
selected menus.
At lea s t fifty
years have passed
ince research came
to be tha t ba i for
the procedures and
practice s recommended by state col leges for improvement of live tock
throu g h feedin g .
Almeda Perry Brown
Ag ronomi s t s and
horticulturists have been indebted in large measure to
resarch for their knowledge of soils and ferti lizers in
their efforts to supply to fruits, vegetables and forage
plants the nutritive materials on which they thrive. However, the application of research procedures at state col leges to problems of human nutrition date back not more
than fifteen years.
About that time government aid was made available
to Experiment Stations at tate colleges for study of farm
home problem . It is an interesting fact that a large percentage of the early research projects set up under thi
mandate were related to problems of human nutrition .
At the beginning some workers spent time and available
budgets in equipping laboratories for inten ive research
work to be done later. Other , using their respective state
as laboratoreis, began surveys of nutritional probl ems in
the farm homes and among rural school children. Earl y
investigations a t the Utah Agricultural Experiment Station were in the latter classification. Some of the fact
brought out by these surveys are here enumerated:
There was found wide variation in proportion of
family food supply coming di rectly from the farm. The
factors controlling home f ood production appeared to
be availability of irrigation water, quality of soil, and
attitude of family toward this important activity, with
the latter factor assuming first place in importance. One
family in a poorly irrigated area wa found using an old
automobile engine to pump wa ter from a deep well with
which to irriga_te a tiny vegetable garden struggling to
grow in unfriendly alkali soil.
Fourteen

Dietary Fa ults
Certain dietary faults emerged as characteristic of
the average diet of a la rge group of Utah school children,
for example:
Daily milk consumption approached the minimal
quantity of one pint instead of the maximum of one
quart, as recommended by nutritionists.
Animal protein was below the 15 percent of total
protein recommended by numerous authorities. This appeared to be due to lack of lean meat as well as to the
less than maximal milk consumption.
U e of fruits and vegetable wa considerably below
accepted recommendations. This was particularly true of
raw foods and of the green vegetables. It can doubtless
be stated without controversy that these dietary defects
could be easily cured by foods which the average irriaated farm in Utah can be made to produce.
Following thi dietary information it was interesting
to learn, by means of additional urveys, that rural Utah
children are shorter and weigh less than do children in
the same age groups in Utah cities. A study is now in
progress for the purpose of determining whether these
differences in size may be attributable to differences in
nutrition.
The defects which have been pointed out in the school
child's diet led to the assumption that deficiencies in
ce.rtain vitamins might exist. This assumption was confirmed by feeding to laboratory animals a diet similar
in make-up to that reported by the children. Guinea pigs
so fed quickly developed scurvy, the disease which is typical of vitamin C deficiency. White rats fed the same
diet fail ed to make satisfactory growth without vitamin
adjuncts. The deficiency seemed greate t with respect to
vitamin Bl .
Capillary resistance tests applied to large groups of
chool children and to college student showed a considerable number with subnormal capillary strength. Investigators both in Europe and in America have associated thi weakness in healthy people with low vitamin
C intake. Groups of Utah children tested in the fall and
again in the spring showed a tendency to greater capillary
fragility in the pring, corresponding to a less general
use of fresh fruits and vegetables during the winter and
earl y sprin g.
Investigat ions Mad e
With development of kno wledge concerning the chemical na ture of vitamin C come methods of determining
its pre ence in plant and animal tissues. Throughout
America and Europe many investigation have been conducted into the vitamin C content of foods, and numerous
tables giving vitamin C values of common foods are obtainable. Investigation at the Utah Experiment Station
has been di rected mainl y to the determination of the
vitamin C content of tomatoes, since they are produced
abundantl y in Utah, and are thus readily available to
both country and city dwellers. Results of this research
show that the Stone Variety raised in northern Utah (the
only variety so far investigated ) is approximately onehalf as good in vitamin C content per unit weight as are
the best oranges. A small number of determinations made
on tomatoes and tomato juices canned by home procedures
indicate but little loss when proper precautions are taken

in the canning process. Thus, a safe, inexpensive source
of vitamin C is easily obtainable by Utah people the year
round.
Knowledge of the chemical nature of vitamin C has
resulted also in the development of procedures for in·
vestigating state of vitamin C nutrition. The one most
widely used at present is an oxidation-reduction titration
of urine. It has been found that vitamin C not immediately used by the body is excreted mainly through the kid~eys: Theoretically then, the difference between the quant~ty mge~ted, and that excreted is a measure of the quantity retamed by the body tissues. Whether or not this
quan~ity ~epre~ents. in all ca~es the true need of the body
~or vitamm C IS bemg questwned, mainly for the followmg reasons:
( 1) Whether much or little vitamin C is habitually
ingested there is a tendency for the amount excreted to
run a~on& para_llel_ wit~ th~ intake. Yet, when a subject
expenencmg tlus Situation mgests a larae dose of vitamin
~, it o~ten happen_s that a high percenrage of the dosage
IS retamed, showmg that tissues accustomed to small
quantities may be avid for the vitamin when a liberal
supply is available.
(2) It is known that substances in the urine other
than vitamin C react in the same way in this particular
titration, though more slowly.
Because of these difficulties there is a wide variation
i~ the es~imate~ of human need for vitamin C made by
different mvestigators. The minimum requirement is variously estimated at from 13 to 30 mgms. per day, and
the maxi_mum from about 40 to 100 mgms. Other procedur_es m use~ bu_t confined ~s yet largely to clinical
pr~ctice, are titratiOn of fastmg blood, and of spina l
flmd .
. A~ the Utah Experiment _Station during the past year
vitami~ C ~eta.bohsm of thuty students was studied by
the unne titratiOn procedure. There was found a wide
range in the quantity of the vitamin excreted; eight of
the number (about 27 percent) excreted less than 15
mgms. daily, ~hi le one senior student excreted 390 mgms.
Th~ group mcluded freshmen , sophomores, juniors,
semors, and graduates. All were students of nutrition
a?d gave evidence of having profited by their instruction,
SI_nce ~he freshman group showed the lowest excretion of
VItamm C, the sophomores next higher, juniors next followed by the seniors, with the graduate group sho,wing
the highest excretion.
_In . response to a large test dose there was also wide
vanatwn; one student with a low level of excretion returned only 9 percent, of the 600 mgm. test dose, while
an~ther, excreting at a high vitamin C level, returned the
entire test dose, showing in the one case a vitamin C
starvation, while in the other case the tis; ues were in a
. , on account of receiving each day
stt
a e of "saturatwn
all the vitamin C needed.
. a ~our ~ther Weste~n _Ex perim~nt Stations are cooperatm, m this study; similar studies are in proo-ress
in a
0
gro_up of eastern states. It is hoped by this means to
arnve at the amount of vitamin C which should be included in each day's food supply in order to insure the
fullest protection possible from the ills followina an
insufficient intake of the vitamin.
"'
Since nutrition is conceded to affect both health and
longevity the more research has to offer in the way of
knowledge concerning nutritional needs, and the more
results of research guide in ~election of our daily bread,
by so much do we hope to mcrease our joy in living to
or beyond our "three-score and ten".

Fifty Years of Research
" Pioneering in Western Agriculture," a
resume of the first half-century of research
at the Utah Agricultural experiment station
including the 1936-38 biennial report, was
released for circulation, Wednesday, November 2, by Dr. R. H. Walker, director of the
station.
The 160 page report is bound in a blueand-white paper cover, illustrated with a typical picture of early agricultural processes in
Utah by Everett Thorpe, instructor of art at
the College.
In submitting the report to Dr. Elmer G. Peterson,
president of the College of which the experiment station
is a branch, Dr. Walker stated, "The Utah Agricultural
experiment station was established 50 years ago as a
result of the Federal Hatch Act becoming a law in 1887
and the passage of the bill in the Utah territorial legislature in 1888. In commemoration of the first halfcentury of research at this station an attempt has been
made to present in addition to the biennial report a review of the history of the station and some of its major
contributions to agricultural science during the 50-year
period."
In his preface to the publication President Peterson
responded, "Indeed the accomplishments of the Utah
Agricultural experiment station have been so varied in
plan and so far reaching in scope that almost every farm
family within the borders of the state has received benefit. Many of these benefits have been forgotten as to
source, but are embedded in the background of usable
experience to be employed in the development of a better
agricultural and in the employment of a richer and more
satisfying rural life.
"And now at the beginning of this second half-century
the work of the Agricultural Experiment station is dedicated to a greater and broader service to the people of
Utah ."
A committee composed of Dr. 0. W. lsraelsen, Research professor of irrigation and drainage, chairman;
Almeda Perry Brown, associate home economist; Aaron
F. Bracken, associate agronomist; and David A. Burgoyne, executive secretary of the station, prepared the
historical report through cooperation with various department heads and through historical records of the
College.

Set of Books Purchased
A six volume set of Poole's index to periodical literature has recently been purchased by the library of the
College. The purchase was made possible through a fund
set up by the class of 1912.
Mr. Kirkpatrick, Librarian at the College, said the
Poole's index to periodical literature was compiled bv a
group of volunteer librarians under the leadership ' of
William F. Poole and the index preceded the Readers'
Guide to periodical literature. Prior to this publication
there was no such index and libraries were flooded with
ma_gazines not used b~cause of no way of finding matenal except by scannmg through the issue. A copy of
the first index intended for Mr. Poole's own students, is
now a prized specimen in the British museum.
. The present ind~x covered a period of 105 years and
md~xe~ 500,000 different magazine articles in 12,000
penodiCals. All six volumes will be placed on the reference shelves for student use.
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Why the Library Needs Assistance
In the field of Engineering in 1937, there were 500
societies which issued publications worth indexing in
Engineering Index, and there were 1200 periodicals published in that field. In all the fields of science there were
estimated to be 25,000 periodicals published each year
according to a study made in 1932.
Each month brings to the library nearly a thousand
announcements of books which are just coming off the
press. Each year new professors and new courses demand that the library fill in sets of classics which had
not been needed heretofore.
Through the College budget, the library is able to
hold its own in the purchase of current books and magazines. Of course it cannot get them all, but dollar for
dollar expenditures compare very favorably with the universities of Idaho, Wyoming, Utah, and Nevada.
However, we are having worse growing pains than
those schools. We suddenly jumped into the big school
class and were a year or two catching up with them in
library facilities. For instance, in 1936-37 we refused
35,000 student requests for books. We spent heavily that
year and the next, filling in our most urgent needs. The
result was that in the year 1937-38 only 15,000 requests
went unfilled.
It is plain we still have much to do. We need to fill
in sets of magazines, which report the experiments upon
which so many books are based. The Library is still
weak in monographic literature for advanced and graduate students. We are becoming stronger in our reference
sets, but this is the first year we have been able to afford
Engineerin~ Index and Standard Statistics Service. We
need more material like this, but still cannot afford to
buy it.
Our supplementary reading, mostly the reserved book
type, for under-graduate classes is quite strong. We place
on reserve nearly as many titles as does Stanford. Likewise we supply general reading, designed to encourage
wholesome use of leisure time to a greater extent than
do most of the libraries in the Rocky Mountain region.
Our material on vocational and educational guidance,
so valuable in advising students, is rapidly gaining in
volume and quality.
The point is, the library can "get by" if Aggie Alumni
are content to have it do that. However, if Utah State
is to continue its magnificent record and achievement,
Alumni must continue to help as much as possible.
Pledges made to the Alumni Library Endowment
Fund now total $55,481.90. Of this amount $19,463,65
has been paid in cash. This money is invested in United
States Government bonds and in banks. The interest from
this amount totals $5,405.84, and has been turned over
to the Library for the purchase of books.
During January of the coming year $500 will again
be given to the Library for the purchase of books under
the Endowment Fund agreement.
The pledge balance amounts to $36,018.25, and it
is this money that the Library Endowment Fund committee is turning their attention to in hopes of building
this fund to $50,000-the goal set by the Endowment
Fund Drive Committee in 1927.
We need your support and will appreciate any amount
you can send in.
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Ground Broken for Field House
(Continued from page 7)
efforts put forth by these people and to athletes who have
competed for the institution.

Tells of Need
Representing students of the College, Keith Spencer,
student body president, told of the need for such a building and said that students appreciate the efforts made
to secure this field house for them. "We'll show our
appreciation by using it properly and caring for it."
A. N. Sorenson, chairman of the College Athletic
council, spoke briefly on how Utah State has kept in step
with athletic equipment. "This field house will contribute
to the citizenry of our beloved state," Mr. Sorenson said.
Glen Worthington, president of the "A" Men's club,
told of the part he had taken as a player in many branches
of athletics at the College and how the new field house
should greatly benefit the many sports. Olof Nelson,
chairman of the board of trustees' building committee,
explained the construction of the building and gave dimensions and various features of the structure.
James W. Wade, a member of the board of regents
at the University of Utah, said he was "grateful for the
honor bestowed upon me today." He said the method of
financing, which both the University of Utah and Utah
State are using, is an outstanding feature.
" The starting of this building is another manifestation of the Aggie spirit," John F. Fitzpatrick said. "This
field house will further intensify that Aggie spirit," he
added. Eric Ryberg, close friend of athletics at the College, recalled his College days at Utah State.
Governor Blood said he was surprised at the size of
the structure. Even though the Governor had studied
plans for the field house here and the one at the University of Utah, he said "it is much larger than I had
thought." The Governor said this is the first time the
two institutions have cooperated on buildings, and it
showed determination and stick-to-it-iveness on the part
of leaders to see the project through. Concluding, he
praised President Champ for the excellent work he has
done for the institution and Logan.
President Elmer G. Peterson concluded the speeches
with brief remarks of appreciation to those who have
rendered services to the College. He praised the fact
that "we live in a country which realizes the validity of
democracy."
The College R.O.T.C. band, under the direction of
Professor N. W. Christiansen, played appropriate selections at the ceremonies.

Play Set for January
"Bird in Hand", John Drinkwater's modern English
three-act comedy, will be presented January 23, 24, and
25 as the second drama on the fourteenth annual program series of Utah State Little Theater. Halbert Greaves,
assistant professor of speech at the College, will direct
the performance.
An odd group of people gather by chance in the " Bird
in Hand", an old English inn which has survived to the
present day, and by chance deal in the most important
moment in the life of the innkeeper's family. Drinkwater,
playwright of "Abraham Lincoln", which was presented
at the College Semi-centennial dramatic feature, has made
a delightful comedy out of a clash between old and young,
the fresh standards and the outgrown prejudices in the
drama.

Where are These Aggies?
If you know the address of any of the Aggies listed
below, please drop the Alumni office a card. We must
keep our files up to date. You can help!
Lynn Andrus, '14
Giragos Avedian, '20
Ernest Bowers, '16
Lewis Beagley, '30
Margaret Kezia Carroll, '21
Leroy Beebe Clark, '25
Harriet J . Taggart-Coffman, '16
Herschel N. Coles, '24
Anna Crane, '27
William Parley Day, '09
Lillie Louise Eberle, '20
JohnS. Fonder, '26
Fontella Galloway, '28
Violet Goodsell, '25
Robert G. Gregory, '30
Laurence Barnes Harmon, '18
Martin L. Harris, '14
E. Earl Hawkes, '29
Terrence Carroll Heaton, '25
Gustane 0. Heldeberg, '18
J. Mark Holmes, '28
F. Ray Homer, '04
Willis George House, '25
Fred P. Howard, '34
Ester J. Hunt, '27
Marion Price Hutchings, '28
Wendell 0. Hyde, '24
Leslie 0. Jensen, '25
Donald J. Jeppson, '27
Vernald Wm. Johns, '28
Aaron Barlow Jones, '24
Carl W. Jonsson, '17
Inez McNeil Jorgenson, '23
Robert J. Kewley, '13
Chase Ray Kimball, '22
Horace Kotter, '24
Walter A. Lindsay, '11
Ora May Lowe, '26
Supt. Charles P. McGregor, '14
Ray M. Madsen, '14
Herschel Eugene Madson, '33
Arm enia Hogan Matthews, '31
Frederick W. Merrill, '99
Frank Moench, '07
Geneva Wells Musser, '20
Glen Neeley, '33
Karl J. Nelson, '33
Emma Cynthia Nielson, '30
loris C. Norby, '25
Mattie H. Hiatt Olephant
Daniel F. Olsen, '15
James George Osmond, '12
Della Lindsay Ostlund, '26
J. Wallace Owen, '30
DanielL. Pack, '09
Don B. Parkinson, '26
Eva F arr Parry, '05
Essie Nathan Peasson, '25
Marion H. Penrod
Elsie Peter on, '21
Willard L. Peterson, '10
Robert Poultney, '26
Emery R. Ranker, '24
Myrt Darwin Robison Jr., '23
Lamont Rohewer, '36
Roy L. Ross, '32
Marba Thurber Senter, '26
E. Joseph Shepard, '94
B. Charles Smith, '01
Elmer C. Smith, '23
1acario S. Somera, '33
Lionel Winton Sorenson, '18
John Stewart, '99
Frederick G. Stoddard, '30
Clyde L. Thomas, '33
Wilson R. Thornley, '26
James W. Trosh, '24
Glenn L. Voorbus, '16
Cadmus Wallace, '09
Geneva R. West, '30
Thora Wheeler, '31

H. Frederick Atkinson, '98
Allen F. Bollschweiler, '27
Mignon Barker, '21
Aseal W. Burke, '13
Chester Arthur Chambers, '25
Wm. L. Clark, '13
Elverne J. Coles, '27
Evelyn Cook, '17
Merrill M. Darley, '27
A. H. Dixon, '13
John Stanley Fen ton, '25
Clarence H. Forbes, '15
Owen N. Gibson, '29
J. Robert Gordon, '99
Edwin Smith Hallock, '13
Edith Nielson Harris, '24
GeorgeS. Haslam, '29
Mona Patterson Heaton, '25
Mary M. Heese, '30
Albert J. Hitzger, '24
Charles M. Homer, '25
Philip B: Horsely, '27
Beatri ce Ward Howard, '32
Lucille Humpherys, '26
W. Spencer Hunter, '23
Constance Christensen Hyde, '23
Jam es R. Jennings, '18
Loila D. Merrill J ensen, '22
Beatrice Jessop, '29
George A. Johnson, '14
Effie Jon es, '18
Elmer Eugene Johnson, '13
Melvin N. Jorgenson, '31
Fatholla Khajavi, '26
Margaret Eugenia Kinyon, '34
Rachal Dunford Lingard, '18
Grace Fisher Lontzenhiser, '03
Thomas Rex Lowe, '34
Marion Emery McKellips, '27
G. M. Malik, '17
Lavinia Maughn, '10
Marriner H. Merrill, '29
Norman F. Morgan, '20
Arthur H. Neeley, '31
Elsine Gertmde Neilson, '26
Milton E. Nelson, '38
EarlS. Nishmoto, '31
Timothy O'Brien, '25
Edna Leora Oleson, '30
Harry J. Olson, '19
Waldo Osmond, '24
Cecil Glio Overstreet, '26
Olive Wooley Pace, '18
Grant P. Packer, '24
Glenn Smart P arkin son, '17
Mildred B. Peacock, '27
Marga ret Pearson, '30
Charles Newell P eterson, '27
Howard P eterson, '28
John Cornelius Pope, '16
Asael W. Price, '35
Juanita Rich, '11
Daisy Webster Rogers, '30
Querry H. Bell Ross, '22
P ercy N. Shelley, '14
Stewart F. Shi elds, '37
Byron James Smith, '25
Mignon Barker Smith, '21
Frederick Che ter Sorenson, '29
Ivy M. Burnham Spen cer, '13
C. Neldon Stockin g, '37
Marie Carlson Teets, '13
Wm. Howard Thompson, '36
Mary E. Rudolph Thornton, '05
David John Thurman, '15
Amcet F. Vargas, '30
John Ed. Wall, '25
Mervin H. Wallace, '35
Jesse R. Wheeler, '22
Marguerite Engemann Wiener, '21
Emery Hyde Willis, '37

Laverne Tullis Wittwer, '27
Margaret J. Wardside, '23
Mattie 0. Peterson Wright, '15
Hsing Huang Yao, '21

Samuel Melvin Wittwer, '25
Wm. George Wooley, '17
Sidney L. Wyatt, '29
Florence Louise Odell Wight, '22

Marriages
Dorothy Allan Milliken, San Francisco, California, to
Reese Bullen, '37, Logan. The marriage ceremony was
performed in San Francisco, November 4. They will
make their home in Blackfoot, Idaho.

*

*

*

*

Jewell Chri tensen, '37, Brigham City, to -Grant Nielsen, Brigham City, ovember 10, in the Salt Lake City
L. D. S. temple. They will make their home in Brigham
City.

*

* *

*

Anna Beth Reeder, '38, Brigham City, to Alvin Avery
Bishop, '34, Logan, November 10, in the Salt Lake City
L. D. S. temple. They will make their home in Logan.

* * * *
Afton Margaret Thain, '31, Logan, to Joseph T. Ciano,
Los Angeles. The marriage took place November 10, in
Los Angeles. They will make their home in Los Angeles
where Mr. Ciano is practicing law.

* * * *
Helen Kinney, '37, Salt Lake City, to Fred B. Harria,
Brigham City. The marriage was performed at the home
of the bridegroom in Brigham City. Helen is head of
the reserve book room at the College library. Fred is
working for the Forest Service.

*

*

*

*

Virginia Jones, ex'38, Logan, to Wilford Kowallis,
'40, Logan. The marriage took place in the Logan L. D. S.
Temple, November 21. They will make their home in
Logan while Wilford finishes school at Utah State.

*

* *

*

Elinor Hodgson, '37, Logan, to Victor E. Peterson,
'35, in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, November 4.
Elinor is the daughter of Mrs. F. W. Hodgson and
Victor is the son of Director and Mrs. William Peterson
of the Extension Service.
..r,-

*

-t:-

*

Margaret M. Murdock, ex'39, Beaver, to Dwight L.
Carter, ex'39, October 8, in Beaver, Utah. They will
make their home in Beaver.
* t.- * *
Mi ldred Grix, Ogden, to Fred W. Schott, '35, Wednesday, October 19, in Ogden, Utah. They will reside
in Ogden.
-::-

.r.-

-::-

*

Merle Barrus, '36, to Lynn J. Olsen, '38, October 12,
in the Logan L.D.S. temple. They will make their home
in Logan.
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Deceased

Deceased

Dr. Alma L. Wil son,_'16, _highly respected and he·
Ronald Glade Linebaugh, six months old son of Mr ..
loved by all _w_ho knew ~Im, died Octob~r 30 as ~ result "' and Mrs. Glade Linebaugh, Pleasant Grove, died Novemof an arm mJury receiv~d at the Da~Is Expe~Imental her 6. Funeral services were held ovember 9 at Pleasant
farm a year ago . Dr. Wilson at the time of h1s death Grove .
Mr. Linebaugh graduated with the class of 1932. He
was head of the Utah State Agricultural College Horticultural D~partment.
.
was active in athletics and was tennis captain his senior
Dr. ~Ilson _ entered the C~ llege m the fall of 19~3, year. At present he is manager of a drug store in Orem.
and received his B.S. Degr~e m 1916. After 9raduatwn The Alumni Association officers wish to express our sinhe _was employed as extensiOn J?lant pathologist for th_e cere sympathy to the bereaved parents of little Glade.
Umted States department of agncu lture and county agncultural agent for Morgan county. In 1920 he was appointed superintendent of the Utah Agricultural Experi- Deceased
ment station farm in Davis county, a position he held
Beatrice Hogenson, '34, talented and charming daughuntil the time of his death.
In 1928 he entered Cornell University at Ithaca, 1ew ter of Professor and Mrs. J. C. Hogenson, died October 7.
York, where he received his Ph.D., in 1931. The same in an Idaho Falls, Idaho hospital, from peritonitis. She
year he returned to the College and in 1932 he was made was recuperatin g from an appendectomy performed the
week previous.
head of the Horticultural Department.
Miss Hogenson had been teaching at Idaho Fall
He was born in Logan, November 18, 1886, the son
of David E. and Elizabeth Hayball Wil son. While at- junior high school as head of the speech and English
tending Utah State he was president of the Junior class, department. While at Utah State she was active in drafootball manager and a member of the Phi Kappa Iota matics, was a member of Theta Upsilon, national sororlocal social fraternity, Sigma Si, national honorary sci- ity; Alpha Sigma u, senior society ; Theta Alpha Phi,
ence fraternity and Phi Kappa Phi, national scholastic honorary dramatics fraternity and Empyrean, a club for
writer . Her untimely and tragic death is grieved by her
fraternity .
At the funeral services in the L. D. S. In stitute, Thurs- many friend s a nd we in the Alumni Association pay ou r
day, November 3, the life, character and accomplishments sin cere res pects to a fell ow member.
of Dr. Wilson were painted in radiant colors by friends
and associates who saw in him an embodiment of the
highest characteristics. Hundreds of relatives. friend s. Births
and admirers of the departed teacher, scientist, Boy Scou•
Mr. and Mrs. Von H. Robertson, of Alton, Utah, anleader and religious worker had gathered to pay homage nounce the birth of a son, September 20. Von was editor
at his bier.
of Student Life whil e at Utah State. This is their third
He is survived by his widow, three sons and a dau gh- child. Von graduated in 1931.
ter: Alma L. Jr., Warren, Lloyd, and Alta Rae.
The officers of the Alumni Association mourn the un * *
timely passing of such a truly good man and a du;tin ·
Mr. and Mrs. Moyle Q. Rice are the proud parents
on Dr. Wil son will not be forgotten, but his work and of a daughter, born September 20. This is the Rice's
characteristics will become more apparent in science and first child. Moyle is teaching in the En glish department
everyday life.
at the College. Mrs. Rice is the former Beth Sant, normal
diploma, '35.
* ·!!- * *
IN MEMORIAM
A
son
was
born
to
Edith Ann Gunn Lloyd, '35, and
Dr. Alma L. Wil son, head of the department of HortiShern Lloyd, '35, in the fore part of 1ovember. This i
culture of the Utah State Agricultural College.
His family will miss him greatly as the father and their first child. They are livin g in Washin gton, D. C.
head of their home. We, who studied under him, will
miss his leadership, advice, and his vast store of knowledge and ability. They who knew him as a friend will
miss his friendship. They who knew him as a scientist Sanborn Honored
A plaque at Sanborn field, Missouri ex periment stawill miss his technical advice and his contributions to
science. They who knew him as an agriculturist will tion , says : " This experiment field was established in
miss his leadership in this field. His research work in 1888 by J. W. Sanborn, director of the Missouri experiment station. The experiments include comparisons of
the development of better types of onions celery, etc.
will be recorded not only in the books of science and various croppin g systems and of different fertilizin g maagriculture but in the production of better quality, higher terials. This is one of the oldest experiment field s in
the United States and is of special scientific value becau e
yielding vegetables in his state and nation.
Now that he is gone we regret his passing and express of the long period of experimentation." It was in that
our deepest sympathies to his family. He has given much same year that Utah State Agricultural College was esto his friends, his family, his students, his associates, his tablished by legislative act, and it was the same J. W.
church, his school, his state and his profession. Could Sanborn who became its first experiment station directot·
he have remained with us we know he would have given and president.
more. He leaves us now, but his memory will remain
with all who knew him and associated with him. May
we strive to grasp some of that leadership, some of that Honored in East
technical ability and accuracy that he had while with us!
Ha rold I. Ha nsen , '37, has been named president of
A former student,
the East Pennsylvania district of the Eastern States misZENDELL M. HALE, '37
sion. His headquarters will be at Philadelphia.
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TRADITIONALLYAGGIE HEADQUARTERS

HOTEL

The
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NE" HOUSE
SALT LAKE CITY

400 Rooms- 400 Baths
$2 to $4

*

Year after year the Aggies come to the Newhouse
. . . their Salt Lake City home. Such continued
patronage is evidence enough of NEWHOUSE hospitality and superb service to discriminating men.

THE

NEWHOUSE HOTEL
MRS. J. H. WATERS, President

r:?ommetcia/

CHAUNCEY W. WEST, Manager
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Through Our Memberships in the Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation, Additional Safeguard is Offered
Your Savings

•
CACHE VALLEY BANKING COMPANY
FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF LOGAN
LOGAN BRANCH
FIRST SECURITY BANK OF UTAH N. A.
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